iSWA layouts
Purpose of layouts

• Monitoring space weather activities
• Event monitoring/study
• Anomaly
• Comparative study
• Weekly summary and highlights of specifics
• Launch relevant iSWA cygnets
• The March 15, 2015 storm
• Coronal holes
• AR2192 X class flares and the Oct 14 CME
Layouts - examples

• The Jan 23 – 27, 2012 SEP events

• AR 1429 timeline

• The Galaxy 15 Event
The Coronal Hole possibly responsible for the aurora at Saturn around May 20, 2013

Well, I tried 😊
The Coronal Hole possibly responsible for the aurora at Saturn around May 20, 2013

Day 111 ~06:26 UT
Day 112 ~03:47 UT
Day 112 ~05:21 UT
Other layouts


  – Examine various layouts here